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The   Overt   Pronoun   Constraint   (OPC)   as   stated   in   Montalbetti’s   (1984)   dissertation   (1)   is   a   PF  
constraint   on   the   spellout   of   pronouns:   if   a   pronoun   is   under   the   scope   of   a   quantifier   and   a   null  
form   is   available,   the   null   form   must   be   used   (2).   When   it   was   discovered   that   languages   such   as  
Brazilian   Portuguese   (BP)   do   not   obey   this   constraint   (3),   the   explanation   pursued   was   that   BP  
has   no   true   null   subjects   in   these   contexts   (Ferreira   2000   a.o.),   leaving   the   OPC   intact.   However,  
(i)    even   in   some   canonical   null   subject   language   (NSL)   (Holmberg   et    al    2009   a.o.)   varieties   of  
Spanish   such   as   Rioplatense,   the   OPC   appears   inoperative   (Gelormini-Lezama   et    al    2016);   and  
(ii)    effects   that   mirror   the   OPC   are   present   even   in   non-null   subject   languages   such   as   English.   

(1)     Overt   pronouns   cannot   link   to   formal   variables   iff   the   alternation   overt/empty   
       obtains.   
(2)    [Todo   estudiante] i       cree      que   {∅   /    * él i }    es   inteligente.  
(3)    [Todo   estudante] i    acredita   que   {∅   /   ele i }   é   inteligente.  
       [All       student] i         thinks   that   {∅   /       he}      is    intelligent  

In   essence,   the   contrast   in   (2)   boils   down   to   competition   between   two   pronominal   forms   in   the  
scope   of   a   quantifier.   While   this   particular   effect   has   been   associated   with   null   subject   languages,  
English   also   displays   competing   preferences   for   particular   third   person   singular   pronouns   under  
the   scope   of   a   quantifier:   

(4)    Every   student   thinks   { ? he’s   /   they’re}   smart.   
When   the   antecedent   is   a   quantificational   DP   such   as   “every   student”,   the   gender-neutral  
pronoun    they    is   preferred.   This   is   due   to   the   fact   that   “every   student”   lacks   a   clear   natural   gender,  
while   “he”   refers   to   a   male   individual.   Similarly,   in   (2),   Spanish    él    is   specified   to   refer   to   a   male  
individual   while   its   antecedent    todo   estudiante    is   not   clearly   specified   for   natural   gender;   thus,  
Spanish   opts   for   its   only   pronoun   with   unspecified   natural   gender,   a   zero   pronoun.   Both   the  
English   and   Spanish   contrasts   can   be   unified   by   the   notion   that   binding   requires   that   the   binder  
and   bindee   be   coindexed,   thus   they   may   not   have   contradictory   feature   specifications:  

(5)    Pronominal   antecedents   and   the   pronouns   they   bind   must   hold   identical   values   of   the   
       features   they   are   specified   for.  
The   task   that   remains   is   to   explain   the   contrasting   empirical   facts   of   BP   and   Spanish  

without   reference   to   their   status   as   NSLs.   This   can   be   done   via   independent   syntactic   properties  
of   the   BP   and   Spanish   pronominal   systems   which   predict   overt   pronoun   use   in   Spanish,   but   not  
BP,   to   violate   (5)   in   the   scope   of   a   quantifier.   We   argue   that   Spanish   pronouns   are   specified   for  
more   interpretable   features   than   BP   pronouns   and   are   thus   more   restricted   in   their   distribution.  
The   evidence   for   a   more   restricted   distribution   is   as   follows:  

Brazilian   Portuguese   freely   permits   inanimate   3 rd    person   subject   pronouns   while   this   use  
is   highly   limited   in   Spanish   (Elizaincín   1995).   Furthermore,   differences   in   pronominal   featural  
specification   between   BP   (6)   and   Spanish   (7)   pronouns   also   extend   to   the   realization   of   gender:  
(6)    [Todas   as    pessoas       na         aula    de    matemática] i    acham   que   elas i    / ? eles    i    são   inteligentes.  
(7)    [Todas   las   personas     en   la    clase   de   matemática] i    creen    que    *ellas i /ellos i      son   inteligentes.  
       [All       the   people FEM     in-the    class   of    math] i              think    that    they-F i /-M I      are   intelligent.  
In   BP   the   plural   feminine   DP    todas   as   pessoas    (“all   the   people”)   binds   the   plural   feminine  
pronoun    elas ,   while    todas   las   personas    in   Spanish   binds   the   plural   masculine   pronoun    ellos .   In  
both   languages,   given   a   group   of   multiple   individuals   of   mixed   gender   the   corresponding  
pronoun   of   choice   is   masculine   plural.   This   suggests   that   when   it   comes   to   the   choice   of   pronoun  

 



 

in   Spanish,   the   fact   that   “the   people”   is   specified   in   the   syntax   for   arbitrary   feminine   gender   is  
superseded   by   the   speaker’s   knowledge   about   the   semantics   of   “the   people”,   namely   that   it   refers  
to   a   group   of   mixed   gender,   while   BP   pronouns   are   merely   bundles   of   agreeing   phi-features  
(including   arbitrary   syntactic   gender).  

The   differing   behavior   of   BP   and   Spanish   pronouns   with   respect   to   contextually   supplied  
information   suggests   that   there   is   a   structural   difference   between   the   two   languages’   pronouns.  
Following   Kučerová’s   (2018)   analysis   of   Italian   nominals   whose   gender   is   unspecified   in   the  
lexicon,   we   propose   that   Spanish   pronouns   start   out   in   the   derivation   as   DPs   with   the   following  
structure:   [ DP    [D GEN:__ ]   [ nP    [n GEN:__ ]].   First   in   the   derivation,   the   unvalued   features   in   D   and    n  
match,   then   as    n    is   unable   to   value   D,   D   gets   valued   from   context   when   the   phase   is   sent   to   be  
labeled   at   the   CI   interface.   This   contextually   supplied   value,   which   corresponds   to   a   natural  
gender,   is   then   associated   to    n    via   the   existing   link   between   D   and    n .   Consequently,   gender   on  
Spanish   pronouns   always   corresponds   to   a   natural   gender.   For   BP,   we   follow   the   intuition   of  
Déchaine   and   Wiltschko   (2002)   by   assuming   pronouns   vary   cross-linguistically   with   respect   to  
internal   structure:   specifically,   we   posit   that   unlike   Spanish   pronouns,   BP   pronouns   lack   a   D  
projection   and   are   merely   nPs   with   the   internal   structure   [ nP    [n GEN:__ ].   Independent   evidence   for  
BP   pronouns   as   nPs   comes   from   compatibility   of   BP   pronouns   with   the   diminutive    -zinho/a ,  
which   typically   combines   only   with   nouns:   

(8)   BP :    gato    (Eng:   cat)   >    gat-inho    (little   cat),    ela    (she)   >    ela-zinha    (“little   she”,   attested)   
(9)   SP:    gato    (cat)   >    gat-ito    (little   cat),    ella    (she)   >   * ella-cita    (“little   she”,   unattested)  

Then,   assuming   only   phase   heads   (in   this   case   D)   may   be   contextually   valued   at   the   CI   interface,  
BP   pro- n Ps   are   forced   to   value   GEN   from   the   syntactic   gender   of   their   binder,   thus   no   natural  
gender   mismatches   take   place   as   in   Spanish.  

Taken   together   with   the   requirement   stated   in   (5),   this   analysis   makes   an   additional  
prediction:   there   should   be   a   strong   contrast   between   the   acceptability   of   Spanish   overt   pronouns  
bound   by   gender-neutral   quantificational   DPs   vs.   gendered   quantificational   DPs   while   no   such  
acceptability   contrast   should   hold   for   BP.   This   prediction   appears   to   bear   out:   

(10)    Toda     {pessoa         /   atriz} i          acha      que    ela i      é    importante.  BP  
(11)    Toda     {**persona   /   ?actriz} i       cree      que    ella i     es   importante.  Spanish  

          Every   {person FEM     /   actress} i      thinks   that    she i    is    important.  
As   BP   pronouns   appear   to   be   little   more   than   agreeing   syntactic   gender,   person   and  

number   features,   BP   overt   pronouns   are   licensed   in   a   larger   array   of   contexts   than   their   Spanish  
counterparts.   Dialects   of   canonical   NSL’s   like   Spanish   that   violate   the   OPC   simply   vary   with  
respect   to   internal   pronoun   structure.   Importantly,   our   analysis   allows   a   much   wider   application  
of   the   OPC.    As   for   what   explains   the   OPC,   we   argue   that   as   quantificational   DPs   do   not   refer   to  
specific   individuals   in   the   world   and   are   often   epicene,   they   make   suboptimal   binders   for  
pronouns   that   have   contextually   supplied   interpretable   features   like   natural   gender.  
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